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The Boston Marathon; Sandy Hook Elementary School; the Aurora, Colorado cinema; Columbine
High School--sadly, most Americans have become familiar with these brands and the tragic
events that took place at each event or location. Mass shootings, house invasions, and other
episodes on the general public are no more the rare exception these were decades ago. The
powerful and potentially life-saving details in this publication includes:An honest consider the
myths and truths encircling mass casualty eventsProven strategies for surviving violent incidents
in malls, movie theaters, places of worship, and at homeSafety principles that can be applied
to fires, medical emergencies, tornadoes, automobile accidents, and other hazardsWith an indepth look at mass casualty episodes across the centuries--including the initial recorded
incident in 1764 in Western Pennsylvania, a vivid review of case studies to greatly help readers
fine tune how they plan life and death situations, techniques for improving crisis response, and
much more, Staying Alive provides everything the average person needs to know in order
respond to, and get over, an emergency. Inside, they take the successful strategies that have
been utilized to avert planned college shootings, bombings, and additional deadly events
and demonstrate how those techniques can be employed by the average indivdual.The
authors of Staying Alive: How exactly to Act Fast and Survive Deadly Encounters give us the
response to that question. Nobody wants to feel just like a potential victim within their own
community, but what can the average indivdual do to stay safe? An ideal reference for
college teachers, parents, security staff, and all others in charge of the care and basic safety
of others.
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Fantastic! My just complaint will be that some suggestions are a little bit vague or need
access to other materials. This is an excellent book for anybody who might result in a lifethreatening emergency. For instance, "Dorn drills" should never be really described. Still, the
authors are clearly knowledgable and provide a counterbalance for some of the severe ideas
which have become popular following the Sandy Hook college shooting. it's worth a second
go through. Dorn and and the Safe and sound Havens International team trim through the
misunderstandings about how to stay alive during a critical incident. Eye opener, for sure!
Good buy. Gave me some true tips to consider. Insightful and Beneficial! This book is a must
read!!!! There are therefore many things out there that people are so afraid of in fact it is
primarily because we have no idea much about any of it. If we are able to find ways to
prevent a situation from happening, then we'd not be afraid. That's what this reserve is about!
They consider the reader through true to life tales to clarify actuality, debunk myths and
understand survival strategies. Very good read! overall leaving a very confusing feeling. Great
Read for Security A great deal of very helpful information and tips that I may in a position to
implement into our basic safety/security program. Survival in the schools EASILY could only get
my school district to implement a few of these suggestions. Five Stars great job Important Work
Having some understanding of the topic matter, I was recently sent this book intended for my
estimation. Instead, the authors make use of real life situations to show common errors and the
elements that enabled individuals to survive dangerous situations. 'Staying Alive' gives the
reader a basic knowledge of how to survive an array of life threatening situations by people
who have first hand encounter.This book will not ask one to turn their lives ugly, preparing for
events they'll likely never encounter. I found it something I'd highly recommend for many people.
All too often we focus an excessive amount of on one specific area for disaster prevention or
crisis response. Visitors are also provided a knowledge of the critical nature of the first secs of
an event and are offered methods to prepare to react, instead of hesitate. The reserve
demonstrates how strategic considering can increase the probability of survival during critical
situations.Most individuals will find the book informative and useful. For folks responsible for the
protection of others, they'll likely find it an essential tool. Thanks Thanks Information deviates
between your book, training, and proven national specifications. Safe Havens International
seems to choose what topics to address, and several practices mentioned are not consistent
with best-practice specifications. It is always easier to employ CPTED techniques in the initial
construction stage versus coming back later to hire them once building is completed.. Yet
another plus was a conversation concerning the inclusion of other firms when looking at threats
that may face a facility. Five Stars Excellent survival book. This book is crucial read for all!
Staying Alive is normally a book for folks and organizations. The “Staying Alive: How to Act and
Survive Deadly Encounters” book I feel is a wonderful publication. It boils right down to
MONEY. It gave real life occasions to look on and recommendations of what to do in case a
situation such as those events presents itself! How to Action and Survive Deadly Encounters”
book I feel is a great publication. Delivered by a team of subject matter experts, visitors can
feel self-confident that this researched backed and proof based information is the best of the
greatest. It is a book written with heart and technical savvy. That is a book that could find ... It
really is a book which will help leaders reduce the risk violence. This is a book that could
discover itself on the shelf, and in the reference collection, of both the beginner and the
professional when dealing with prevention and response to violence. The written text provides
many areas for thought and also causes the reader to appear beyond the publication by
providing many areas of discussion that get excited about personal, school and business area

protection and prevention concepts. One key region that I felt was important was the thought
of employing Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) techniques in the areas
where you function. Though NIMS and other proven procedures are mentioned, details
provided deviates between your book, safe havens schooling, and what national agencies
recommend. This book has an superb case perspective for his or her use in a facility..They
explain the need for awareness and provide simple solutions to help develop the skill to sense
the wrongness of a situation or individual.
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